Enabling IT Teams to Delight End Users

Benefits

- **Faster Set-Up**
  Consistent security approach and less time waiting for provisioning of VLANs means servers are up and running sooner.

- **Intuitive**
  Network engineers with Cisco UCS background able to pick up ACI concept quickly

- **Better Use of Resources**
  Time savings, improved knowledge sharing, and greater flexibility to cover when people are away.

Cisco Solution

- Cisco Nexus 9000 Application-Centric Infrastructure (ACI)
- Invested in proof of concept to show operational efficiency
- Customer ACI deployment going live in February 2015

“To survive IT departments must be easier to reach, faster to supply, cheaper to run—all the benefits brought by ACI. Otherwise their end users will turn away and purchase cloud services directly.”

- Fabien Aeppli, CCIE 2172, Senior Networking Consultant, AnyWeb
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